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DON'T READ TO US!
By Jane Bingham
Many classroom teachers complain who have physical and material
that their pupils hate listening to security, children who are not secure
stories read aloud. However, reading may vicariously feel satisfied, at least
aloud to pupils is encouraged by momentarily, through their identificaalmost all reading/language arts pro- tion with book characters. Similarly,
grams. When children say, "Don't read through identification with book
to us!," what's wrong? First let's characters the lonely child may know
consider what's right. What are we sure something of what it is like to belong
of when it comes to reading aloud, and to feel needed. The unloved child
Children most often like (feel ~ay likewise vicariously feel loved,
comfortable with) the familiar. If they and the child who does not know what
are not familiar with being read to it means to love may, in some small
they will tend to reject the activity. measure, find out. Spiritual refreshTheir rejection may also stem from ment, solitude or change, intellectual
their lack of understanding about what stimulation and beauty may all be
they are supposed to be doing while experienced by children as they hear
the reader reads. Not having had the books read aloud by a caring, lively
opportunity to exercise their imagina- adult.
tions through auditory stimulation
Now, what goes wrong in the
alone, some children are at a loss as to
what their role is supposed to be in the reading aloud activity?
reading activity.
Children often dislike hearing
Secondly, children most often stories read aloud because they don't
enjoy and respond to those activities know how to listen. They may not
which are presented to them with a know how to create vivid mental
sense of urgency and enthusiasm. If images based on the words they hear.
adults can communicate to children They may not know basic listening/
the importance of the · reading reading skills such as how to anticipate
experience - of hearing stories read events, follow sequences logically, or
aloud, children are more likely to be identify climaxes. They may not be
receptive. However, if the adult's attuned to the beauty of the sounds of
urgency is not coupled with en- language or to the beauty of the
thusiasm - with joy - then the human voice. Children who dislike
children will most likely be merely listening to stories may not have
compliant rather than curious and learned how to identify with book
excited - or not be listeners at all.
characters, and may be lacking in their
Thirdly, children tend to like ability to empathize. Some children
activities which satisfy certain com- have been "talked to death" by
mon human needs: the need for relatives and friends, and subsequently
physical and material security, the put being read to in the same category
need for belonging, for beauty, for as being talked to. Many children have
solitude, for intellectual stimulation, been read to for primarily didactic
for love and the need to love, for purposes - to learn good manners,
change and for spiritual refreshment.· how to count, facts, morals, etc .. They
Of course, books can not directly dislike didactic reading as much as
satisfy these needs, but they can adults dislike "preachy" lectures.
indirectly.
Forced to listen, children often do
By hearing stories about children what adults do, they "tune out." They
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hear words merely as sounds, not as
carriers of meaning. Their minds are
not actively engaged; no meaningful
listening taken place. We know that
active listening requires, in part, the
ability to organize, to reflect, to
anticipate, to compare, and to
question. Children, who have not
developed such abilities, will find
active listening (auding) very difficult,
if not impossible. They will also find
that their ability to read silently is
diminished.
Reading aloud to children gives
them the opportunity to learn how to
listen actively and provides them with
a reading model. Many cognitive
factors in children's reading development may be stimulated through
"auditory reading" or critical listening.
Children can be helped to make
comparisons among books read, (by
the teacher and by themselves) among
different author's works, and between
real life experiences and the literary
suspension of life experiences. While
the teacher reads aloud, some of the
cognitive skills children may be called
upon to use are: sequening events ; the
noting of details, relationships, . and
associations; making inferences; drawing of conclusions; forming of
categories; expanding of concepts;
identification of the main idea or the
author's purpose; and the forming of
their own, unique sensory images
based on the words they hear.
The affective areas of the child's
development which are strengthened
through reading literature - either to
himself or hearing someone read aloud
are: the examining of values,
attitudes, and life styles; the heightening of awareness of feelings and
language patterns; the inculcation of
empathy and curiosity; the encouragement of creative responses to tnat
which is read.

In addition to stimulating both the
cognitive and affective behaviors of
children, the teacher's reading aloud to
pupils can serve as an effective reading
model for children, can help nonreaders discover more positive aspects
of books and reading, and can
stimulate and guide most pupils library
book reading.
If you find that you just can not
read aloud effectively, there are fine
recordings of children's stories available in both records and tape forms. If
your budget won't allow the purchase
of such aids, perhaps you could
arrange to have other teachers make
tape recordings of books or come to
· your class to read in exchange for
some other service you might provide
them. But even a "stumbling" reader
can be a "good" reader if the reading
is done with honest enthusiasm for the
material and concern for the children.
An excellent resource for teachers
who are interested in books, films, and
records in the area of literature for
children is A Multimedia Approach to
Children's Literature compiled and
edited by Ellin Greene and Madalynne
Schoenfeld and published by the
American Library Association. The
quality of the materials listed is high
and the annotations are most helpful.

A 1972 publication of IRA is
important reading for teachers concerned about children and their
literature. Reading, Children 's Books,
and Our Pluralistic Society compiled
and edited by Harold Tanyzer and
Jean Karl was prepared by a joint
committee of the IRA and the
Children's Book Council as an
outgrowth of the Sixteenth Perspectives in Reading Conference held in
Atlantic City, New Jersey in 1971.
This is a powerful collection of
reprints of speeches that should be
read and seriously thought about by
teachers.

(Jane Bingham is an Assistant
Professor at Oakland University.)
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